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Michael Green 
WINNING WAYS 

The 2018-19 DPS annual competitions. 
With Christine Prickett 

I thought it might be interesting to club members if I spoke to and wrote about 
Michael Green who has again won the latest overall annual DPS competition’s cup 
which includes - print, projected images.  
Congratulations to him but I wasn’t aware quite how many times Michael had won 
these competitions or quite how, by his own admission, competitive he is. 
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He has been DPS Photographer of the Year 5 times out of the last 6 years and said 
that when in 2015 he was the runner up to Linda Wilson, who won all three trophies, 
it gave him a new target. He has since won all three trophies twice.  
I asked whether this had now satisfied his competitive ‘hunger’ but that is certainly 
not the case and Michael said ‘I love the challenge of the themed competitions. I like 
them as these competitions often force me into doing photography that I wouldn’t 
usually do’. 

So let’s get down to the nitty gritty Michael, of all the images you entered in 
comps last year what was your favourite and why? 
That’s a difficult question he answered. A couple of my photos which I really like 
failed to impress the judges. I think Fireworks in Daventry is a really good photo and, 
contradicting the judge, was a single exposure with only a small amount of post-
production Photoshop work on it. I took the photo ‘Having Fun’ on the Great Orme  

Fireworks in Daventry © Michael Green 
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from a cable car and just happened to be at the right height to capture the girls side 
on. I love the simplicity of the photo but I only got 13 points – my lowest score of the 
year! 

Possibly my favourite photo would be Dave Fenton of The Vapors (anyone remember 
Turning Japanese?), which I entered in the Untouched competition. Through the years 
I have attempted concert photography so many times and failed miserably. Concert 
photography is so difficult due to constantly changing light conditions, shadows, low 
light, highlights, movement etc., etc. However, I went to a Vapors gig at The Cluny in 
Newcastle and managed to get to the front. Rather than use a zoom lens, I used a 
50mm prime f1.2 lens on the Canon 5D, which meant I could get away with a high 
ISO setting. Also in my favour at this gig, was the fact that The Cluny have a 
fantastic lighting system and a smoke machine at the back of the stage. The Vapors 
are a favourite band of mine so when they played Birmingham a few weeks later I 
took along some of the photos and got them signed by the band. 

What camera(s) helped you take these pictures Michael?  
When I joined DPS in 2012 I had a Canon 550D with 2 kit lenses. A few years ago I 
purchased a second hand full-frame Canon 5D MKII body which I use with a Canon 
L series 24-105mm lens. Most people use one camera body and swap lenses but due 
to weather related issues I sometimes found myself in situations where I felt unhappy 
changing lenses so I now prefer to take 2 cameras with me with different lenses.  

Have you any tips you like to share with other club members?  
I nearly always shoot using RAW and JPG. JPGs are great to quickly view photos for 
composition and sharpness but RAW files are infinitely better quality and give you 
much more flexibility in post-production. Nowadays, the only time I use ‘JPG only’ 
is if I am doing action shots where I need to shoot multiple photos in quick 
succession. 

From experience, never expect to take great photos on a family day out. When I go 
out on my own to take photos I pretty much forget about time and I concentrate on 
getting the photos.  

When you are at a location, take the ‘obvious’ photos and then take the time to think 
‘What would make a better or more interesting photo?’, maybe a different viewpoint 
or angle. Consider depth of field. 

Finally, I leave my tripod and a small photo bean bag in the car all the time. They are 
not doing any harm there, and they are there if I need them. 
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I wondered, of all the different categories in the annual competitions, which gave 
Michael the most pleasure in winning? Or, which do he enjoy entering the most.  
I was surprised by his answer and he said he thought most people in the club would 
be surprised too!  
This is because although he is known for his post-production techniques he enjoys the 
untouched competition most and explained . . . 
‘The introduction of the ‘Untouched’ competition a few years back has encouraged 
me to try and take ‘perfect’ photos in the camera. I often take photos which, for 
reasons beyond my control, I know I will need to do some post production Photoshop 
work on (ie lighten dark areas etc) however I do feel a great sense of satisfaction 
when I have achieved everything in camera.’ 
Also, he thought this competition sets a level playing field and so everyone has, 
theoretically, an equal chance of winning it. 

Last year Michael particularly enjoyed the Light and Shadow competition as he came 
1st and 2nd with two very different B&W photos. He said although I shoot in colour, 
I do like B&W photography – perhaps it reminds me of the hours I spent in the 
darkroom when I first developed an interest in photography. 
That surprised me too as I hadn’t realised Michael had used a darkroom and 
developed his own prints.  

This led me on to ask Michael if he could pick any competition title from the 
past to have again what would it be and why?  
I very much enjoyed the Song, Film or Book Title competition we had in November 
2016. The theme gave plenty of scope for photography, imagination and humour. It is 
always interesting to see how other people interpret the brief – some stick rigidly to 
the brief and others are, let’s say, more abstract interpretations. All good fun!’ 

Down in the tube station at 7.10pm © Michael Green
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Did the judge’s opinions sometimes annoy Michael?  
Yes, but he preferred honesty over diplomacy. I much prefer a judge to give an honest 
appraisal of a photo and then suggest how it could have been improved. Most judges, 
if they do offer suggestions, merely suggest changing the ‘crop’ of the photo. The 
better judges go a step further and talk about what they would have done in 
Photoshop and the best judges say HOW they would have made the changes in 
Photoshop. 
Although I love working in Photoshop and will often remove, replace or add in items 
even I was taken aback when one judge made a comment about my photo that I 
should have considered flipping the mountain in the background so that it would have 
been on the left hand side of the photo to help the ‘balance’. Although it would have 
been relatively easy for me to have done, even I draw the line at moving mountains!  

What are your personal favourite subjects to photograph?  
Michael, without hesitation, said he liked to be in coastal areas and photograph piers, 
and / or anything with a strong silhouette such as windmills. Similarly he said he 
liked to take people on horizons and thought Avon Dassett was a good place to 
achieve this type of image. If he saw ‘something’ in an image he would, he asserted, 
be very patient and spend a lot of time developing its potential. 

Michael was quite enthused about his photography when I spoke to him and it made 
me think that he is certainly not going to rest on his very successful laurels. To 
paraphrase a well- known quiz catch phrase, I wondered who will beat you? 
                                                                                                        © Christine Prickett 

The Weather Beaten Sheep Seeks Shelter © Michael Green
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David Hockney
David Hockney is a great painter, but he has also known fame through 
photography,  although  he  does  not  mince  his  words  when  he  says 
‘Photography  will  never  equal  painting!’    Perhaps  this  is  the  wrong 
argument as they are different media and needn’t be compared.

However he does make judgemental comments about photography such as 
‘Photography is  only good for mechanical  reproduction’.  ‘Photography 
can’t show time’   and more… I’ve seen professional photographers shoot 
hundreds of pictures but they are all basically the same. They are hoping 
that in one fraction of a second something will make that face look as if 
there were a longer moment…If you take a hundred, surely one will be 
good. It could be anybody doing it… There are few good photographs, and 
those  good  ones  that  do  exist  are  almost  accidental.  Photography  has 
failed…How many truly memorable pictures are there? Considering the 
millions of  photographs taken,  there are few memorable images in this 
medium, which should tell us something. Photography can’t lead us to a 
new way of seeing. It may have other possibilities but only painting can 
extend the way of seeing.

pearl blossom highway  ©David Hockney David Hockney 
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Perhaps Hockney has not succeeded with one image but his photo collages 
and photo montages –  ‘Joiners’  = certainly caught the eye of  the public 
in the 1980’s

 ©David Hockney | "Jerry Diving Sunday Feb. 28th 1982" | Composite Polaroid | 

Mother © Hockney

iPhone Finger-painter David Hockney in Studio Q - YouTube 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bHH1oz3DFNs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bHH1oz3DFNs
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DPS WHAT’S ON In June 

4th       Speaker: Colin Prickett - Creating an Audio Visual                           
    Sequence (including demo)  
11th     Competition (Projected) - THE COLOUR ORANGE - Guest                     
   Judge: Derek Larkin 
            Graham Brown Memorial Trophy  
18th     Members evening - 10 in 10  
25th     Guest Speaker: Tracey Shepherd - Still Life Photography 

———————————————- 

Hollis Trophy Entry Deadline - Sunday 29th September 
Badby Challenge Cup             -    November 19th 

———————————————- 
DPS COMPETITION THEMES 2019-20  

June - The Colour Orange - projected* 
July - Long Exposure - Print 
August - Open Untouched - Straight from the camera - Projected 
September - Fish (Dead or Alive) - Projected* 
October - Borrowed Art - Print 
November - Creative - The Peter Cosentino Trophy - Projected 
December - Curves - Projected* 
January 2020 - Open - Panel of 3 Prints 
February 2020 - Food - Projected 

*  Graham Brown Memorial Trophy entries will be judged before the start of the DPS competition 

———————————————- 

MEMBERS  WEBSITES 
If you have a website then why not send us the information and a link, we 
could make it a permanent feature of the DPS news.   

DPS news is respectful of individuals copyright, and will where possible give copyright credit to the authors 

of any work published.  DPS news is a not for profit publication and is distributed to members of DPS free of 

charge,  its content is researched from freely available internet site.
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